Introduction to Monte Carlo simulations in medical imaging and state-of-the-art computational acceleration methods

Background
• X-ray imaging is an essential medical tool but is not exempt of ionizing radiation risks -Total number of imaging exams increases every year and radiation from different exposures adds up -A fraction of patients will develop radiation induced diseases (risk/benefit analysis required) -Important to keep the imaging radiation dose "As Low As Reasonably Achievable" (dose/image-quality tradeoff, different situation than radiotherapy) 2 [The mention of commercial products herein is not to be construed as either an actual or implied endorsement of such products by the Department of Health and Human Services or the Food and Drug Administration]
• Imaging system design and optimization is an active field of research and innovation
• Ethical and public health reasons strongly limit the non-clinical exposure of humans:
-Bench testing with objects reproducing anatomical structures (phantoms) is essential -Computer simulations are a valuable tool to obtain more information on system performance -X-ray source:
• Energy spectra, filtration
• Focal spot size, shape
• Heel effect, off-focus radiation -Object geometry (anatomy)
• Quadrics, voxels, triangle-meshes, NURBS (more in following talk!)
-X-ray detector:
• Image formation model • Electron range in water at 100 keV =143 mm, at 10 keV = 2.5 mm 6 • High-energy particle tracks: 10 MeV electrons (pink) inside 10 cm water slab (Bremsstrahlung photons in yellow)
• Main algorithms used to simulate medical images:
-Analytic ray-tracing
• Image estimated by computing the probability that x-rays traveling in a straight line from the focal spot to each pixel will not interact with the object (primary image, no scatter)
• Interaction probability described by exponential attenuation equation with known material attenuation coefficients (m i )
• A geometric algorithm (ray-casting) estimates the path length travelled across each material (s i ) in the flight to each pixel
• Simulation time directly proportional to the number of pixels in the image (and, optionally, to the number of energy levels in the input energy spectrum) 7 -Monte Carlo method:
• Image estimated by averaging the contribution to each pixel from a large number of individual x-ray tracks
• X-ray tracks simulated as random walks: random numbers used to sample the initial position, direction and the distance to and kind of the following interaction
• Differential interaction cross sections used to sample the energy loss and angular deflection following each interaction
• Simulation time proportional to the number of x rays, which depends on field size and exposure (indirectly to pixel size)
• Simulated images might display realistic quantum noise statistics if the simulation sampled as many x rays as real acquisitions • Parallel execution in GPUs:
• A GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) is a massively multi-core co-processor designed to process thousands of concurrent threads • Parallel CPU/GPU execution allows efficient, concurrent xray/optical transport. Answer question 1
• Answer: 2 -Ray tracing algorithms only model the trajectories of x-rays that do not interact with the objects, scattering events are neglected.
• Computational resources, speed, geometric complexity and resolution are typically not a major limitation for ray-tracing algorithms.
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_tracing_(physics)
